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slightly invert the case and say that what is called metre 
in poetry is of far more importance than in music. The 
irregular pulsation, the pathetic accents, the throb of 
modern dramatic music, would be intolerable in verse or 
would reduce it to prose. On the other hand, metre in 
music means a strict division of time, which in poetry is 
less absolute. There are no literal " bars " in poetry. 
There is no rigid prosody in music. M. Lussy enumerates 
five principal causes of irregularities in rhythm-con- 
traction, dilation, repetition, melodic progressions, and the 
echo. To re-establish regularity composers employ the 
ellipsis, the coda, and the pause. He adheres to the broad 
division of rhythms into masculine and feminine, and gives 
this familiar and characteristic example in which in each 
two alternate bars the feminine accent falls entreatingly 
on the weak beat of the first bar and the masculine on the 
strong. With a little exaggeration of accent and attention 
to piano and forte, the melody can well represent a dialogue 
between a lady and a gentleman, the lady evidentlyretainina 
her distinctive costume:- 

fz Feminine. Masceline. 
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observed; the symmetry alone is destroyed. "A further 
proof," he adds, " that if rhythm is an indispensable ele 
men7. in music, a strict and rigorous symmetry plays vnly 
an accessory and subordinate part." All kindred questions 
are minutely treated in M. Lussy's work, and his name 
will be a sufficient attraction to our well informed readers 
but we have chosen to dwell in particular on one point- 
irregular rhythms-and the following quotation will further 
illustrate our explanations that must necessalily be imper- 
fect without many examples in music. M. Lussy re- 
marks: " We have already said the inconveniences result- 
ing from defective metrical formulas, exist only for the 
executant and not for the hearer. The latter, not seeing 
the bars which determine the time or measure, is influenced 
by the iCtlEs; he perceives the true measure which results 
either from the approximation of the strong accents, or 
from tlleir distance one from the other." He instances 
Verdi and Wagner as possessing in the highest degree the 
secret of creating psychical rhythms, and being at the same 
time very careless as to the choiee of time signatures. But 
we must not suppose that M. Lussy, by the very nature of 
his labours a strict and profound pedagogue, is misled 
by his desire to organise apparent rhythmical irregularities 
into the worship of "tetralogies" and 'imonstrosities." 
He seeks a refuge, like Alice at the cross in '; Robert le 
Diable," in the works of those geniuses who harre " pro- 
;on+or7 ;+ +7n t;1 a^ _;n1 ns7>oAve?n ^7he,k-n 
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z X * and temples in sound." He appeals to "ces Jzowc^?tcnts 
In the phrasing of music the member of a phrase is Icz Passio1z, le SIessze, Arslzide, DOJZ 3!?Y}Z, 1 CYCA{SO}D," &C. 

denoted by suspense, and the complete phrase by repose. This common but somewhat antiquated apostrophising of 
Here a new element is introduced quite independent of the prophets and their srorks is sermonising, it is certainly 
rhythm, since a melodic cadence or repose is determined not criticism * but it will reassure many, and draw them to 
by the modern tonic or the ancient final, and botll can be a closer acquaintance with M. Lussy's new and excellent 
neutralised by the accompanying harmony. Mattheson, work on rhythm, every page of which is suggestive and 
in his ; Theory and Science of Melody," endeavours to full of interesting facts and inferences. 
penctuate and s-can a minuet by employing the usual signs . . > . . . 
Of ptnctuation andofprosody. M. Lusstr givestheexample jIIlszc t7t Solzg: A Selectlon of Extracts, descrlptlve of 
and says, " We will add nothin to this analysis so bizarre the Power, Influences, and Effects of Music, from Chaucer 
and so remarkable, considering above all the epoch at to Tennyson. Compiled by L. L. Carmela KoClle. 
which it was made." We are to presume, therefore, that [London: GrE.lth and Farran.] 
we have got very much beyond Matthesorl in the question, THE underlying current of musical feeling, present to a 
and beyond longs and shorts, and commas and colons. At greater or less degree in all true poetry, has frequently 
the same time, as M. Lussy rules, long rhythms correspond been exemplified in the publication of volumes of excerpts 
to long lines in verse, and diSerent cadences in music cor- from the writings of all the poets from the times of Chaucer 
respond exactly with grammatical signs of punctuation; and Spenser to the present day, and in the early numbers 
and in poetry, as in music, there are masculine and feminine of this journal, noRNt nearly thirty years ago, vere published, 
accents, as well as suspensive and cadential properties as some of our readers may yet remember, selections 
which the musician imitates in following the sense of the judiciously made by Mrs. Mary Cowden-Clarke of-to quote 
words he is setting. \Ve must remember that the method her own words-" some of the choicest sentences on the 
of WI. Lussy is above all things psychological, which in each subject of music from the finest thinkers in the world of 
point considered involves many varying subjects. There letters." The little work nonv before us will, ve think 
is nothing at once so tempting and so dangerous as illus- however, form an agreeable addition to similar collections 
trating one art by another, each having its special and which have preceded it- whilst to any who mav hitherto 
proximate origin, ssrhatever may be the common origin. have overlooked the connection between the two graces 
We harre to guard against confusing mere rhythmical we may certainly commend a perusal of its pages. Though 
punctuation, which might be illustrated on the drum, with scarcely so comprehensive in its character as the splections 
punctuation or rhythm in modern music, greatly dependent, by Mrs. Clarke, and doing perhaps rather scant justice to 
as M. Lussy admits, on the final repose as a question of the greatfathersof English poetrywe ha^7e alreadynamed 
tonal relationship that has in itself little to do with it is yet interesting to note how few repetitions of the 
either rhythm or pullctuation, and to which in either poetry earlier work are to be met with in the later In Aliss 
or grammar there is nothing that bears the slightest re- I(oelle's book, too, some occasional cuttings irom prose 
semblance. In his philosophic work, M. Lussy is dealing writers are also introduced, among them a short and 
less with the essence of music than with its external graces striking sentence of Lord Beaconsfield's which says: 
and etnbroideries. He cautions us against confounding " The greatest advantage a writer can derive from music 
rhythm with symmetry. " Rhythm," he says, " is the is that it teaches most exquisitely the art of develop- 
arabesque designed onthecanvas; it matterslittlewhether ment." In its dainty "get-up"-parchment correr and 
the arabesques be rigorously symmetrical or no- the Dutch hand-made paper-it will form an acceptable 
oxlslos, the varying sounds provide the colozlring. Mea- little gift-book; while a short Introduction, modestly 
sure, rhythm, and melos are three entities which combined signed with the initials J. S., will considerably enhance 
with harmony produce the marvelIous picture called its intrinsic literary value. Our space will not permit 
ozzlSZC." Rhythmical irregularities, he tells us, are in- us to quote from this Introduction as we should like, 
finitely more freqv;ent than we imagine; and to them must but most heartily do we agree with Dr. Stainer (svhom 
be ascribed much of the variety and mysterious charm of an advertisement elsewhere has proclaimed its author) in 
music; althollgh they are employed by composers svith his exclamation, " Has a man no music in him ? he will 
such skill and delicacy that they surprise and affect only never become a poet, has he no poetry in him ? he will 
cultivated and highly impressionable hearers. If we never become a musician !" We must not, however omit 
examine the svorks of great composers we shall be amazed, to notice the Index (a most important and often neziected 
he says, at the immense number of unequal sections of feature of any work) on which a laudable amount a care 
5, of 7, of 9, of II bars,that arefound in the midstof has evidentlybeen expended, divided as it is,into three 
strophes of + and 8 bars. NevertheIess, the laws of parts-namely, a chronological as weil as an alphabetical 
rhythm, that is, of rests and repose, are throughout strictly | list of authors, together with a table of first lines. 
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